
Questions, Ideas & Discussion 
Topics of the Kangaroo Lake 

Fishery Committee
Fisheries management feedback and survey data,

to help develop ideas and discussions by the Fishery Committee,

to ultimately develop your/our plans to manage and improve Kangaroo Lake.

Presented to the Fishery Committee on 7/31/2021 ,

by Nick Legler,

Fisheries Biologist, WI DNR, 110 S Neenah Avenue, Sturgeon Bay WI 54235,

920-746-5112, nicholas.legler@wisconsin.gov



“Assess if and how to improve the health of the 
overall fishery and habitat environment.”

1. What can we learn and take away from our recent fish studies?
2. How can we improve our lakes habitat and overall health that effects the fishery?
3. Is there a need to improve the fishery’s management?
4. Should stocking be considered as a strategy?
5. For habitat, how can we protect, improve, or enhance it?
6. Is quality and quantity effected by angler harvest?
7. Is there a need to further regulate the harvest limit?
8. Are there additional habitat protection strategies we should promote?                        

Should Fish Sticks (woody habitat) efforts continue as recommended?
9. Shoreline development has diminished shoreline habitats that effect aquatic life, fish, 

invertebrates, and terrestrial animals. How do we educate our members and mitigate the 
negative effects of development?

10.Do we need to increase pan fish? If yes, then how?
11.How do we assess the impact of Cormorants on fish on our lake?
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Survey History (Kangaroo)

• Fish populations evaluated 
every 4-10 years since 1940’s

• Recently – 2004, 2008, 2012

• Most recently – 2018

• Methods –different species & 
life stages of fishes



2018 Survey

• What did we find?

• Results presented for          
Lake Association Zoom meeting 
held 8/8/2020

• https://kangaroolake.org/2020
/08/08/2020-annual-
membership-meeting/

• Beefily recap “take always”

1) What can we learn and take away from our recent fish studies?

Kangaroo Lake 
Spring 2018



1) What can we learn and take away from our recent fish studies?

Smallmouth & Walleye

• Shifts in catch rates
• Target WAE

• Walleye decreased since 1983.
– Somewhat stable since 

2004 (lower)
– Missed spawn in 2018

• Bass increased since 1983
• Record high in 2018



1) What can we learn and take away from our recent fish studies?

Literature, Other Lakes

• “…numerous other populations (walleye) are 
currently experiencing prolonged declining trends 
that started in the late 1990s, most well 
documented in WI & MN”

• “Declining walleye populations often coincide with 
increasing black bass abundance…”

• “…although whether these contrasting trends are a 
result of competition, predation, environmental 
conditions, harvest levels, or other factors is still 
being investigated”



1) What can we learn and take away from our recent fish studies?

Smallmouth & Walleye

• Wild production is occurring
• Several sizes & ages

• Smallmouth
– 6-22 inches
– Ages 1-14

• Walleye
– 9-22 inches
– Ages 1-14



1) What can we learn and take away from our recent fish studies?

Smallmouth & Walleye

• Smallmouth and Walleye 
generally growing well

• Size-at-age is higher than the 
statewide average

• 2004-2018 surveys



1) What can we learn and take away from our recent fish studies?

Panfish

• Cyclic or shifting per species

• Peek catches:
• Yellow perch = 2004
• Bluegill = 2008
• Rock bass = 2012

• Smallmouth, bluegill, rock bass = 
Centrarchidae family (warmer)

• Walleye & perch = Percidae family 
(cooler)



1) What can we learn and take away from our recent fish studies?

Panfish

• Wild production is occurring
• Several sizes & ages

• Rock Bass (high CPUE)
– 3-11 inches; Ages 1-11

• Bluegill (lower CPUE)
– 3-11 inches; Ages 2-10

• Yellow Perch (lowest CPUE)
– 6-9 inches; Ages 2-6



1) What can we learn and take away from our recent fish studies?

Panfish

• Panfish generally growing well

• Size-at-age at or above the 
statewide average (ROB & BLG)

• 2004-2018 surveys



1) What can we learn and take away from our recent fish studies?

Summary of fish caught with 8 fyke nets fished on Kangaroo Lake 
from April 30 to May 7, 2018

Species Total Catch Min (inch) Max (inch) Avg (inch)
Smallmouth Bass 110 6.8 20.9 15.2
Walleye 77 9.8 22.7 18.8
Northern Pike 45 10.1 30.0 19.6
Largemouth Bass 9 8.0 20.0 15.1
Rock Bass 696 3.5 12.0 7.4
Bluegill 71 3.7 11.0 6.0
Yellow Perch 43 6.5 9.8 7.7
White Sucker 128
Longnose Sucker 89
Gar 44
Bullhead 37
Bowfin 28



1) What can we learn and take away from our recent fish studies?

Kangaroo Lake Spring 2018

Kangaroo Lake Spring 2018

2018 Survey, overall:

• Fish populations seem to be 
doing well.

• Fluctuations or shifts in fish 
populations through time

• Wild production occurring
• Good growth
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2 ) How can we improve our lakes habitat and overall health that effects the fishery?

• Many past efforts to 
improved habitat on 
Kangaroo Lake:

– Slow no wake
– Sensitive area 

designations

– Fish cribs
– Fish sticks

– Etc.



2 ) How can we improve our lakes habitat and overall health that effects the fishery?

• Possible future efforts:

1) More fish sticks?

2) Riparian habitat 
management?

– Etc.
– Other ideas?



2 ) How can we improve our lakes habitat and overall health that effects the fishery?

More fish 
sticks!

North – little 
development

South – highly 
developed shoreline

“The Water’s Edge – Helping 
Fish and Wildlife on your 

Waterfront Property”
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3) Is there a need to improve the fishery’s management?

Fisheries Management is…

Fish / 
Aquatic 

Organisms 
Habitat

People

(e.g., tree drops, cribs, shoreline 
protection, water quality, 
temperature, etc.)

• spawning
• nursery
• foraging
• spawning

(e.g., public feedback, angling, 
regulations, etc.)

(e.g., surveys, stocking, etc.)

Overall:

• Fish populations seem to be 
doing well.

• Always open to discussion, 
ideas and possibly actions to 
adjust and improve…

• What are your thoughts, 
goals, and interests for 
Kangaroo Lake? (mgt. rec. …)



3) Is there a need to improve the fishery’s management?

Fisheries Management is…

Fish / 
Aquatic 

Organisms 
Habitat

People

(e.g., tree drops, cribs, shoreline 
protection, water quality, 
temperature, etc.)

• spawning
• nursery
• foraging
• spawning

(e.g., public feedback, angling, 
regulations, etc.)

(e.g., surveys, stocking, etc.)

Prelim Recommendations:
• continue monitoring / surveys
• continue to restore and 

enhance riparian & lake habitat
• continue to evaluate walleye 

regulation change of 2007
• consider a panfish bag limit 

reduction
• actively engage stakeholders in 

fisheries management 
decisions (what are your ideas!)
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4) Should stocking be considered as a strategy? – General Background

• Stocking can be a good strategy
– Rehabilitation (restore self-sustaining)
– Research or evaluation (cost eval; propagation techniques)
– Remediation (winter kills or habitat loss; Forestville; Shea)
– Recreation (create or maintain a fishery that isn’t self-sustaining)
– Introductions (introduce a new species)
– Pros & cons (how will stocked fish perform; impact to other fish; 

pro potentially more fish; cons effort & cost)
• Stocking isn’t always ideal or preferred

• self sustaining
• without stocking



• Who stocks fish?

– DNR
 quota / request with guidance
 state hatcheries (walleye, bass)
 federal hatchery (panfish)

– Private stocking
 requires a DNR approved 

stocking permit
 https://dnr.wisconsin.gov/topic

/Fishing/stocking

4) Should stocking be considered as a strategy? – Methods or approaches



• Important considerations before stocking:
– Will they survive?
 Maybe, yes.
 Maybe not, if inadequate habitat, predators, etc.

– Cost vs. expected outcome
– Species interactions (within & between species)
 Competition for limited resources (space/habitat, food)
 Genetic adaptations

– Natural reproduction
– Growth rate
– Number & size of fish stocked (size of waterbody, goals, etc.)

4) Should stocking be considered as a strategy? – considerations



4) Should stocking be considered as a strategy?  -- literature & DNR guidance

• What does literature suggest for walleye stocking?



4) Should stocking be considered as a strategy?  -- literature & DNR guidance

• What does literature suggest for walleye stocking?
• If naturally recruiting & self-

sustaining
• Then stocking NOT advised
• Manage with habitat & regs
• DNR guidance too…?



4) Should stocking be considered as a strategy?  -- literature & DNR guidance

• What does literature suggest for walleye stocking?
• Yes - adequate habitat
• Yes – available prey
• No – competitors or predators
• Then – consider stocking



4) Should stocking be considered as a strategy? – ecosystem, top vs. bottom

• Ecosystems are 
very complex

• Possible impacts of 
stocking should be 
carefully 
considered
– Especially for 

top predators
– Maybe less 

‘concern’ for 
panfish?

• Under certain 
scenarios, stocking 
may be effective
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5) For habitat, how can we protect, improve, or enhance it?

• Many past efforts:
– Slow no wake
– Sensitive area 

designations
– Fish cribs
– Fish sticks, etc.

• Possible future efforts:
– More fish sticks?
– Riparian habitat

management?
– Etc., Other ideas?
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6) Is quality and quantity effected by angler harvest?

• Generally – yes.
– Angler harvest can effect fish size and abundance

• Is harvesting impacting fish size and abundance for Kangaroo?
– Hard to say, b/c no creel survey
– Maybe, b/c decreasing walleye & yellow perch
– But is it harvest, or…competition, predation, environmental 

conditions, or other factors…?



6) Is quality and quantity effected by angler harvest? – Example Regs.

• Generally – yes.
– Angler harvest can effect fish size and abundance

• Minimum size limit
– Prohibit harvest below specified length (e.g., WAE <15 released)
– prevent overharvest and depletion of fish stocked
 reduce angling mortality 

– protect juvenile fish until maturity

<15” released ≥15” kept



6) Is quality and quantity effected by angler harvest? – Example Regs.

• Generally – yes.
– Angler harvest can effect fish size and abundance

• Maximum size limit (rare)
– Prohibit harvest above specified length (e.g., WAE >15 released)
– Situations with:
 Few sexually mature adults (protect bigger fish)
 Many smaller fish (thin down, increase growth)

<15” kept ≥15” released



6) Is quality and quantity effected by angler harvest? – Example Regs.

• Generally – yes.
– Angler harvest can effect fish size and abundance

• Slot Limits
– Prohibit harvest from a size range (e.g., next point…)
– Plum Lake, WI (WAE = no min length, but 14" to 18" may not be 

kept, and only 1 over 18 is allowed.)
– Situations with:
 Many smaller fish (thin down, additional energy  growth)…
 Fish then grow into protected slot…
 Eventually grow out of slot and into harvestable size range

14-18 release<14-18 keep >18 keep



6) Is quality and quantity effected by angler harvest? – Example Regs.

• Generally – yes.
– Angler harvest can effect fish size and abundance
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– Situations with:
 Many smaller fish (thin down, additional energy  growth)…
 Fish then grow into protected slot…
 Eventually grow out of slot and into harvestable size range

14-18 release<14-18 keep >18 keep
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7) Is there a need to further regulate the harvest limit? – e.g., walleye?

• Walleye change 2007
– 15”, 5 bag
– 18”, 3 bag
– reduce harvest
– increase abundance 

& provide bigger WAE

• Is it working?
– CPUE up in 2012
– But down 2018 

(missed spawn)



7) Is there a need to further regulate the harvest limit? – e.g., panfish?

• Yellow perch & bluegill 
survey catch rate down

• Explanations:
– Harvest?
– Competition?
– Predation?
– Lake conditions?
– Other factors?

• Could a bag limit 
reduction help?



Summary of Clark Lake Regulation Proposal
Species Old Reg New or Proposed Reg

Panfish
25 total; 

no min length
10 total; 

no min length

Walleye
5 total; 

15 inch min length
3 total; 

18 inch min length

Panfish – maybe protect perch; bluegill seem to be increasing in abundance with some 
big fish & good growth; reduced harvest might increase numbers (???)

Walleye – generally walleye have had consistent annual recruitment; 2013 saw less 
walleye but possibly due to sampling effort; reduce bag could increase numbers (???)

7) Is there a need to further regulate the harvest limit? – e.g., Clark Lake



Summary of Clark Lake Regulation Proposal
Species Old Reg New or Proposed Reg

Panfish
25 total; 

no min length
10 total; 

no min length

Walleye
5 total; 

15 inch min length
3 total; 

18 inch min length

7) Is there a need to further regulate the harvest limit? – e.g., Clark Lake

DNR Panfish team – approve; size & growth generally good, but reduced bag 
limit might create improvement; protection of a “unique” resource

DNR Walleye team – reject & resubmit after 2019 survey; potential issues 
with 2013 survey & planned 2019 survey 



• Public hearing
• Clark Lake 

panfish 2020

• Initial talks with 
Clark Lake 
Association

• Perch?
• Largely social, 

protect ‘unique’ 
resource



7) Is there a need to further regulate the harvest limit? – e.g., statewide

Size Limit 
(length)

Daily Bag 
Limit (in total)

Number of 
Lakes

Typical Statewide Regs (25 standard; 10 alternate):

None 25 most

None 10 several

Experimental Regulations:
10” min crappies 10 2

None 10 137
None 15 1
None Unlimited 5

8” 10 1
8” 15 2

East Alaska Lake,
Kewaunee County, 2018

Experimental 
Panfish Regs



7) Is there a need to further regulate the harvest limit? – e.g., statewide

East Alaska Lake,
Kewaunee County, 2018

Experimental 
Panfish Regs



7) Is there a need to further regulate the harvest limit? – process…

Formal Procedures for 
Proposing & Changing Regs

• Regulation change proposals go through a     public 
feedback process at annual spring hearings

• Leading up to spring hearing:
– local public feedback
– local biologist writes regulation change proposal (~March?)

– DNR species teams review
– Fish Management Policy Team review
– If approved, then go to spring hearing



• 2021 reg proposals  effective 2022
• 2022 spring hearing is just advisory
• 2023 reg proposals  effective 2024
• 2024 spring hearing is just advisory
• 2025 reg proposals  effective 2026
• 2026 spring hearing is just advisory

7) Is there a need to further regulate the harvest limit? – process…

Formal Procedures for 
Proposing & Changing Regs
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5) For habitat, how can we protect, improve, or enhance it?

• Many past efforts:
– Slow no wake
– Sensitive area 

designations
– Fish cribs
– Fish sticks, etc.

• Possible future efforts:
– More fish sticks?
– Riparian habitat

management?
– Etc., Other ideas?Yes, more fish 

sticks please!
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9) Shoreline development has diminished shoreline habitats that effect 
aquatic life, fish, invertebrates, and terrestrial animals. How do we educate our 
members and mitigate the negative effects of development?

• How to best do this?
• Outreach, education & action

to implement best practices

• “The Water’s Edge”

– lots of good info &  ideas…
– “If you destroy the natural shoreline habitat 

then fishing will get worse – and we cannot fix 
that situation simply by stocking or changing 
fishing regulations.  If you want great fishing –
then you have to protect the fish habitat.”
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10) Do we need to increase pan fish? If yes, then how?

• Recap:
– Shifts in fish relative abundance
– Increases in Centrarchidae family 

(smallmouth, rock bass)
– Decreases in Percidae family       

(walleye & perch)
• Do we need to increase panfish?

– Maybe justified, considering perch
– Maybe not, ecosystem shift

• If yes, then how? (panfish growing well…)
• Regulation change and/or stocking
• e.g., 10 bag; perch stocking; Clark





•Predator/prey balance & genetics are important 
considerations for stocking perch

•But, since perch feed lower on the food chain, it’s 
generally less ‘risky’ to stock perch compared to a 
top predator like walleye.

Yellow Perch Stocking?
10) Do we need to increase pan fish? If yes, then how? – Clark Lake as a nearby example…



• The 2013 fish survey (Clark Lake) suggests lake 
conditions may be more favorable for centrarchid 
panfish (i.e., rock bass & bluegill) instead of perch

•2019 Clark Lake Survey = decent BLG & small YEP

•Perch are still a component of the fish community 
and receive interest from stakeholders / fishery

Yellow Perch Stocking Continued?
10) Do we need to increase pan fish? If yes, then how? – Clark Lake as a nearby example…



• Perch were stocked into Clark Lake during 2002-2004.

• Following this 2002-2004 stocking, surveys in 2005 & 
beyond found only modest levels of yellow perch 
indicating so-so survival.

• Fish age estimates indicated that perhaps fish stocked in 
2002 did well, but other years had lower survival.

Yellow Perch Stocking Continued?
10) Do we need to increase pan fish? If yes, then how? – Clark Lake as a nearby example…



• Overall, stocking perch might not contribute much toward 
production of wild perch in Clark Lake (???), but could 
create a put-grow-take fishery & more opportunity to 
catch perch.

• If possible, stocking larger perch to minimize predation 
mortality & to provide a quicker return to creel might be 
preferred,

• Although there is a tradeoff here between fish size & 
cost.

Yellow Perch Stocking Continued?
10) Do we need to increase pan fish? If yes, then how? – Clark Lake as a nearby example…



• Overall recommendation…
• Don’t strongly advocate for stocking perch
• But would be ok, if lake association is intertest and willing to 

allocate recourses ($$) & undertake

• A permit is required 
(https://dnr.wi.gov/topic/fishing/stocking/)

• Would need to look into stocking densities, perch suppliers, 
etc.

Yellow Perch Stocking Continued?
10) Do we need to increase pan fish? If yes, then how? – Clark Lake as a nearby example…



Clark Lake conclusions:
• If so, shop around for best fish, price, etc. 

from a private hatchery & get permit.
• I can help with numbers and densities.
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11) How do we assess the impact of Cormorants on fish on our lake?

• Facts – native bird that eats fish
• Cormorants are federally protected, however
• some federal control methods on Green Bay (egg oiling, shooting)
• E.g., Diets of double-crested cormorants in the Lake Winnebago 

System, Wisconsin (Koenigs et al. 2019)
– cormorant populations have increased (Great Lakes region)
– some concern for impact on fish communities
– in Winnebago, recent decline in YEP abundance, prompted an assessment of 

cormorant diets (predation?)
– diets collected from 883 cormorants (2015-2017)
– diets consisted mostly of freshwater drum & gizzard shad
– yellow perch & walleye were infrequent (<5% diet by weight)
– cormorant predation likely has minimal impact on sportfish community.

• Perception vs. reality?
• Do you see many cormorants?  Brief or through open water?
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